Activities with the trapper

Share the day of a trapper in company Of Abigougiche, our authentic trapper, he
will show you his real log hut, will share with you his passion for animals and his
craze for the trapdoor which was formerly the traditional trapping of the
Amerindians, their only alternative of subsistence (with fishing).

The unique experience begins with the ascent of a torrent where the time
left a heap of rocks of any forms and thicknesses. The torrent left by places
of the cracks where the trout is booby-trapped and waits for you. To you to
discover your talents and to find your strategy of fishing to capture your fish in
the hand!

After this ancestral mode of fishing.
You will have the privilege to visit the first Quebecois reserve of Bisons of wood
This reserve was set up to protect these animals, classified endangered species.
This survivor of the prehistory knew how to cross the era icebox; it played a
fundamental role in the survival of the man on the planet. During this unique visit,
you can discover the customs and the lifestyle of bisons in their immense
territory.

On returning to the camp, you will have the privilege to cook your trout on a
campfire. Abigougiche will show you the preparation of the cooked Amerindian
traditional bread on wooden branch, while sharing to you its trapper's stories.

Then, direction the forest laurentienne where you will discover the various
biotopes of animals living on our site, hut with beaver, track of wolf, coyote, fox,
mink...
You will learn to recognize the various imprints and will discover that
the variety of our fauna is immense.
After this visit, you will go on the sacred site of the Amerindian ancestors, set up
by Dominique Rankin, Algonquian traditional big boss. Abigougiche will explain
you their lifestyle as well as them various houses.

This day will transport you through centuries, of the time when the mode of
survival of the man was still in accordance with the nature and what it had to
oﬀer.
Duration: approximately 5 hours at the beginning 10:00 am at the end 3:00 pm
Rate 135 $ a person ( mini 2 pers)
Rate 55 $ by child less 12 years
Family rate 3 or 4 persons (2 adults + 1 or 2 children) 72$ / person
Meal included
Taxes in addition

